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DISCLAIMER

EBOOK DISTRIBUTION

EBOOK DISTRIBUTION is a guide that outlines the requirements for
successful distribution of an eBook. It has information applicable to
Kenyan authors but is also ideal for authors around the world.

Information on service providers is current and shows their terms,
conditions and offerings as at the publishing of this guide. Always refer
to the individual service provider’s website for more information.

This guide portrays an objective view of the services by different eBook
retailers and distributors. Experience and research guide the
recommendations I give of the various service providers. WordPower
Publishing Kenya is not an affiliate or representative of any service
provider mentioned.

Before engaging a service provider, familiarize yourself with their
guidelines. Read reviews on the internet about the experience other
users have with their services. The decision to use a particular service
lies with the author.

Have your eBook files ready as you learn about the eBook distribution
process. I have provided a checklist for the files you require so you can
have the correct ones.
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INTRODUCTION

EBOOK DISTRIBUTION

Are you wondering how you will distribute your eBook and the best
channels to use?

There are many eBook retailers and distributors, and you probably want
to know which one is safe to use. If you are a Christian author, you
want to know which Christian sites you can use to sell your eBook.

The money question always comes up ...do I pay upfront to distribute
my eBook? What percentage of royalties do I get? Who pays the
highest royalties?

EBook publishing is an unfamiliar terrain for many Kenyan authors. The
concerns are many, and the answers are few.

WordPower Publishing Kenya has blazed the trail for you and offers
guidance along these uncharted waters.

EBOOK DISTRIBUTION will answer your distribution questions so you
can sell your eBook and begin your journey towards becoming a
published author. With an eBook, you can build your author platform
and share your God-given message with the world.
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 FILES CHECKLIST

EBOOK DISTRIBUTION

The best way to ensure you have all your files is to use a checklist. The
checklist is to check you have all the correct files to upload to eBook
retailers e.g. Amazon Kindle, Kobo, Apple Books, Barnes & Noble or
distributors like Draft2Digital, Smashwords or Ingram Spark.

Your files need to be in the international formats accepted by most
eBook distributors. These are epub, kpf, and MS Word (docx).

Epub | It is the most common format for eBook distribution globally.
The epub version most distributors accept is epub 2. You can validate
your epub file with the Draft2Digital epub validator to confirm it is error
free.

Kpf | The full name of this file format is Kindle Package Format. It is the
new eBook format used by Kindle Direct Publishing (KDP) for the
reflowable eBooks. You can check your kpf file on the Kindle previewer.
It is a free desktop application available for Windows 8.1 and Intel Mac
OSX 10.14 or later. From August 1, 2021, KDP will no longer support
the mobi file format.

MS Word | This is the word processor for Microsoft Windows.
Distributors prefer you upload a docx file which they convert to epub
and kpf using their online converters. Format the MS Word file
according to the publishing guide of each distributor. Most of the
formatting requirements are similar across the board.

*Please do not upload a PDF file because it will not convert well to an
eBook. This file format is for print books only. 
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 METADATA

EBOOK DISTRIBUTION

Metadata is data that provides information on your eBook. It is
important to have it ready when you want to upload your eBook to your
preferred distributor. 

Metadata helps those who search for your eBook or topic to find it on
search engine results pages. It is a unique identity for your eBook. 

It includes:

> Book title
> Book subtitle
> Author name
> Book Categories
> Keywords
> ISBN
> Book description
> Author biography
> Publisher’s name
> Publication date
> Book price (in USD & KSH)

Before uploading your eBook, have the above information ready in one
document for ease of access.
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 ACCOUNT BIODATA

EBOOK DISTRIBUTION

Besides your eBook’s metadata, distributors require additional
information for administering your account. It is good to have the
information ready before you open an account. The following is what
you will require to open an account with most eBook distributors:

Full names. These are the official names you use in your legal
documents. They can differ from your author name(s), especially where
you use a pen name.
Email address. It is for official communication. Your Gmail will suffice.
Phone number. It is for instances where online retailers provide the
Two-Factor authentication (2FA) to log in to your account.
Bank Account details. Includes: bank name, branch, swift code,
currency and account number. Some retailers like Kobo will allow you
to put your local bank account details but require the currency to be in
USD. Amazon pays Kenyan authors via cheque only. Most of the other
retailers pay via bank account, PayPal or Payoneer.
PayPal email address. When a retailer offers the option of payment
via PayPal, you will need to provide your PayPal email address. To
receive your funds fast from PayPal, connect it to your M-Pesa account
on the PayPal-mobile money site.
KRA PIN. You will undergo a tax interview with all eBook distributors in
the US as the IRS requires they file a tax report for income earned on
their platforms. The interview is a series of questions you answer and
they populate the information (plus your KRA PIN) in a form called W-
8BEN.

* Email and phone number confirmations are necessary. Keep this in
mind when delegating account opening to a third party.
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DISTRIBUTORS

EBOOK DISTRIBUTION

There are many eBook retailers and distributors at your disposal. Select
the one that best meets your needs. Most don’t charge a setup fee. The
main ones are:

Amazon Kindle | They publish eBooks via Kindle Direct Publishing
(KDP). If using a third party to distribute your eBook on Kindle, ensure
you first complete the Amazon checklist and tax interview. This will
avoid delays in publishing your eBook on Kindle.  
Kobo | They publish eBooks through their Kobo Writing Life platform.
Apple Books | It is run by Apple and you prepare your eBook on
Pages available on MAC computers. Not on Apple? Use a distributor
such as Draft2Digital, Smashwords, Book Baby, etc. 
Barnes & Noble | They publish eBooks and print books through the
Barnes & Noble Press.
Books For My Soul | It is Kenyan owned and is for Christian eBooks. It
sells Christian eBooks from authors in Kenya and Africa. 
Draft2Digital | D2D is an aggregator that distributes your eBook to
most retailers. It is easy-to-use and a good one for new authors.
Smashwords | This is an aggregator. Follow their style guide so they
don’t reject your file.
Ingram Spark | This is an aggregator that distributes your eBook and
print book to retailers, libraries and bookstores worldwide. They charge
a fee of $25 to publish eBooks and $49 for print books (or both).
Christian eBook distributors | They are few and most only accept
eBooks from major Christian traditional publishers, not self-publishers.
Ebooks from most Christian authors are available on the main eBook
retailers. Distributors and advertisers include: Faithlife Ebooks,
Christianbook.com, Gospel eBooks, among others.
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DISTRIBUTOR CHOICE

EBOOK DISTRIBUTION

The reasons for choosing an eBook distributor will depend on whether
you want to publish to multiple stores or just one. Here are three points
to help you with your decision.

> As a new author who wants to publish their book in many eBook
stores, it is advisable to use an aggregator. That way, you don’t have to
open and manage multiple accounts. An aggregator distributes your
eBook and gives you sales reports in one place. They pay you for the
royalties collected from the different stores. This simplifies the selling of
your eBook and you can focus on marketing it. They take an additional
10% of your royalties. Considering the headache they take out of
distributing your eBook, I would say “go for it!”

> If you want to publish in one store, I would recommend Amazon
Kindle. Most international readers buy eBooks from this store. You can
ask your friends and colleagues where they buy eBooks from. Kindle is
most likely to come up tops. As a Kenyan author, you will receive a
cheque from Amazon for your royalties. If this is not your cup of tea,
use an aggregator. They give different payment options.

> If you distribute your eBook with Amazon Kindle and later change
your mind and want to do it through an aggregator or vice versa, this
will take a while and interrupt the sale of your eBook. Aggregators have
disclaimers warning you about violations of Amazon’s terms and
conditions you may not know about. Decide beforehand whether you
want to publish directly with Amazon Kindle or use an aggregator to get
there. If you want to take advantage of Amazon's marketing and
promotional tools, you will have to list your eBook exclusively 
on their platform.   
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PRICING

EBOOK DISTRIBUTION

A challenging step in eBook distribution is pricing. The best way to
select a price is to check out the price of eBooks in your category. The
price range of most eBooks by self-published authors is $2.99 (Ksh.
300) and $9.99 (Ksh. 1,000).There are some important points to note
about pricing.

> Ebook prices should be the same across the board. If you price your
eBook lower in one retailer, it might cause you trouble with another. 
> Amazon will lower your eBook price if they can find it at a lower price
on another site.
> You can first check out the royalty amount you will receive per eBook
sold before publishing your price. This will let you know what a fair price
will be for your eBook.
> With expanded distribution, there are price variations. Where a
retailer expands distribution of your eBook to other markets, the
royalties are much lower – even as low as $0.25 (Ksh. 25). To mitigate
this, some distributors sell your eBook at the price you stated in most
stores and at a higher price in some territories. This information is
available on the page where you will price your eBook.
> You will receive your royalty amount in Kenya shillings and this
involves an exchange rate. Factor this in when pricing your eBook.
> The average royalty amount is 70% of the retail price of your eBook.
Where you use an aggregator, they deduct an additional 10% making
your royalty amount 60%.
> You can decide to set up your eBook for pre-order. You can load your
eBook and cover or cover alone and market it as a pre-order. This
notifies your readers you have an upcoming book and they can order
for it immediately and receive it when you launch it.

*The Ksh. amount is an estimate.
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LINKS

EBOOK DISTRIBUTION

As you distribute your eBook, you will need links to your website or
social media profiles. You can include links in your author bio or where
applicable as you upload your eBook. 

Get a list of all the links you will need to help you promote your eBook.

Bitly offers you a facility to shorten your links. Do you want to share the
different links to your eBook on social media but find they are too long?
Use Bitly to shorten them and easily share them with your audience.

Linktree offers you a service to list the links to your website or eBook
sales pages on your Instagram account, which has room for only one
link on the profile. You can check out the Linktrees of other authors for
inspiration.

Draft2Digital offers a Universal Book Link (UBL) to help you market
your eBook. It shows the different stores where your eBook is on sale.
This link applies when you have published your eBook with D2D.
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HELPFUL RESOURCES

EBOOK DISTRIBUTION

To help you along the journey of distributing your eBook, there are
helpful resources on the internet from self-published authors. You can
follow their blogs or download any guides they have and learn from
them. 

A good website with lots of self-publishing advice is Just Publishing
Advice.

If you have a blog, you can prepare an article to launch your eBook.

Prepare short posts for your social media profiles and gather relevant
hashtags (#).

You can create an author bio on Amazon’s Author Central so you can
have all your eBooks on your Amazon Kindle profile.

Always remember to read reviews of the different service providers you
intend to use. You will learn the pros & cons of each service and make
an informed decision.

After you distribute your eBook, it is time to market it on all your online
platforms. You can look at how other authors are marketing their books
on social media to get ideas.
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR

EBOOK DISTRIBUTION

Josephine Ngatia is a Digital Content Writer & Strategist from Nairobi,
Kenya. She provides digital content solutions for new Christian authors,
startups, and small businesses. Josephine is the founder of WordPower
Publishing Kenya, which is a Christian eBook publisher. She helps new
authors self-publish eBooks and distribute them worldwide. 

Josephine is a self-published author of three eBooks: Maiden Book:
How to Plan, Outline and Write Your First Book, Demystifying The Grey
Kingdom: The Truth about the Kingdom of Light and the Kingdom of
Darkness, and Life Purpose: A Beginner’s Guide. They are available in
eBook stores and libraries worldwide.

Contact Josephine to help you develop content for your business or
ministry website, or create digital information products for your content
marketing strategy. She can also help you publish your Christian eBook
or format your book into the main eBook formats of epub and kpf.
Josephine can also help you create book marketing tools for social
media. 

She writes blog posts and provides free eBooks on her personal blog:
TheUrbanChristian.co.ke and her publishing website:
www.wordpowerpublishing.co.ke 

You can reach her on 
josephine@wordpowerpublishing.co.ke or 
+254 722970194
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